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CALL IN ASIA EUROPE AND USA to reconcile the facts

West 'must be reconciled with the loss
of dominance "
Wh Europe and the U.S. have such a problem to get out of the crisis? Some Asian scientists know the
answer.  West is slow to accept the fact that the era of its domination is on the decline  Professor Kishore
said Mahbub. Place of Europe and the U.S. has to take a new, growing out power  Asia.
A scientist from Singapore reiterated its argument while promoting the book "The New Asian Hemisphere  The
Irresistible Shift of Global Power to the East" (in English  New Asian Hemisphere  Compelling the movement of
global power in the East) in the Indonesian capital. Its publication came out already in 2008.  Then I encountered
a huge resistance and assigned me a patch "antiWestern." But now the crisis, more and more people in the West
realize that you need to adapt to inevitable change  said the scientist. For this reason, its publication now in Asia is
experiencing a second youth. Dawn East Singaporean, who has been placed on the list of hundred most
influential intellectuals of the world by the renowned journal "Foreign Affairs", argues that the West must quickly
adapt to the rapid rise of Asia.  For your own good  he says.  Should pay attention to early warning, now would
be better mentally prepared for this crisis  said Mahbub. According to the researcher, Asia slowly begins to
dominate the world by mastering the "seven pillars of wisdom", which was once used to dominate the West Asian
countries for two centuries. Among the key of wisdom mentioned the introduction of free market economy, focusing
on science and technology and create an efficient system of law. In the similar vein, also spoke another Asian
economist who, along with Mahbubanim he participated in a panel discussion promoting the book. Tony
Prasetiantono of Gadjah Mada University (the oldest and largest in Indonesia) said that the unique culture of work
and level of education of the Asian countries will allow them to become "a force which will need to be counted." mk
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